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Welcome
Welcome to the Bader International Study Centre at Herstmonceux Castle and
to our interdisciplinary Summer Workshop on Music, Pattern and Mathematics.
Thanks to the generosity of Drs Alfred and Isabel Bader, this is a collaborative
venture between the Institute for Music in Human and Social Development,
University of Edinburgh, and the School of Music, Queen’s University, Canada.
The workshop follows in the tradition of three preceding events: our inaugural
IMHSD conference on Rhythm, Time and Temporal Organisation, held in
Edinburgh in June 2006; our first collaboration with Queen’s University, a
summer workshop on Music, Language and Movement, held at Herstmonceux
Castle in August 2007; and our second collaboration with Queen’s University,
a conference on Dance, Timing and Musical Gesture, held in Edinburgh in
June 2008. What unites these meetings is a desire to bring together
practitioners, theorists and scientists from a range of different disciplines in
order to address questions central to our understanding of human music
making.
The aim of our current meeting is consider the abstract, physical, structural
and numerical relationships between music and mathematics. We are
extremely pleased to have gathered such a diverse and distinguished range of
people together and are very much looking forward to the programme of
presentations, workshops, discussions and performances.
We hope you enjoy the workshop!
Dr. Katie Overy

Organising Committee
Dr. Katie Overy (Chair), University of Edinburgh
Dr. Karen M. Ludke (Secretary), University of Edinburgh
Diana Gilchrist, BISC at Herstmonceux Castle, Queen’s University (Canada)
Prof. Peter Nelson, University of Edinburgh
Dr. Margaret Walker, School of Music, Queen’s University (Canada)

Support
We would like to thank Drs Alfred and Isabel Bader for their generous
sponsorship of this event. We are also very grateful to Queens University,
Canada (School of Music) and to the University of Edinburgh (School of
Physics and Astronomy; School of Informatics; School of Arts, Culture and
Environment; Department of Music) for their financial support.
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Abstracts (in order of presentation)
Monday 14.00 – 21.00 (Chair: Dr. Katie Overy)
Musical Neurodynamics: Dynamic Patterns and the Experience of Music
Dr. Edward Large
Complex Systems and Brain Sciences
Florida Atlantic University, USA
Music is a high-level cognitive capacity, a form of communication that relies on highly
structured temporal sequences comparable in complexity to language. Music is found
among all human cultures, and musical ‘languages’ vary across cultures with learning.
Unlike language, however, music rarely refers to the external world. It consists of
independent, i.e., self contained, patterns of sound, aspects of which are found
universally among musical cultures. These two features – independence and
universality – suggest that it may be possible to discover general principles of neural
dynamics that underlie music perception and cognition. This talk will focus on tonality,
a feature of music found in virtually all cultures. In tonal music one tone, called the
tonic, provides a focus around which other tones are organized according to stability
and attraction relationships. Tonal relationships are foundational, providing the basis
upon which musical structures, such as melodies, are constructed and perceived. This
talk will articulate the hypothesis that neural oscillation underlies tonal cognition and
perception, and show how this theory predicts key empirical findings of the last several
decades. These observations imply the existence of a universal musical ‘grammar.’
Universals predicted by intrinsic neurodynamics provide a direct link to
neurophysiology, and explain how Hebbian synaptic modification could establish
different tonal languages. The broader implication is that high-level music cognition
and perception can arise from the interaction of acoustic signals with the physics of the
auditory system. In this view, exposure to musical structures causes the formation of
spatiotemporal patterns of activity on multiple temporal and spatial scales within the
nervous system. Our experiences of musical sound patterns directly reflect the
dynamic interaction of musical sounds with the physical brain.
Dr. Edward Large is Associate Professor of Complex Systems and Brain Sciences at
Florida Atlantic University. Dr. Large is an NSF CAREER awardee and a Fulbright
scholar, and he currently serves on the executive committee of the Society for Music
Perception and Cognition. His research areas include music psychology, auditory
neuroscience, and dynamical systems theory, and his work combines behavioral
experimentation, neurophysiology, and neuroimaging with nonlinear dynamical
systems modeling, to gain a deeper understanding of the neural underpinnings of
musical experience.

Calculations and Chakkradars: Mathematics in Indian Rhythm
Dr. Margaret Walker
Director of the School of Music
Queen’s University, Canada
South Asian performing arts are well-known for their rhythmic complexity and
sophistication. In the classical systems of North and South India, musicians and
dancers learn through listening, imitating, and memorizing to make instinctive
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lightning-speed calculations during performance. Although having the freedom to
choose and manipulate a large variety of patterns, performers must remain within a
predetermined time cycle and be sure to end on the correct beat. This interactive talk
will introduce principles and patterns in both South and North Indian rhythmic systems,
including demonstration and participation. Beginning with the more theoretically
organized South Indian talas, I will explain the 35 Sapta Talas and explore a few of the
patterns used in performance and training. Moving on to the more intuitive North
Indian tals, I will teach and demonstrate the characteristic three-fold structure of the
cadential pattern called tihai and the compositional genre called chakkradar. Audience
members can learn to clap and count both talas and tals, and will be invited to
exercise their own abilities in solving a few mathematical challenges unique to Indian
rhythmic performance.
Margaret Walker is currently serving as the Director of the School of Music, Queen's
University, Canada. She teaches courses in Ethnomusicology, Western music history,
and various aspects of World Music. Dr. Walker graduated from the University of
Toronto (Musicology/ Ethnomusicology) and the Royal Conservatory of Music
Professional School (Piano Performance and Pedagogy). Her PhD thesis, Kathak
Dance: A Critical History, examined and deconstructed the revised history of the North
Indian classical dance form, Kathak.

Rhythm as Social Counting
Prof. Peter Nelson
Music
University of Edinburgh, UK
Thinking about rhythm has been dominated by two strands of enquiry: the
investigation of the notion of pulse, including analysis of the timing constraints on the
repetition inherent in ideas of pulse; and the investigation of rhythmic patterns, from
the cataloguing of the poetic feet of ancient times and the rhythm transcriptions of
ethnomusicology, to the hierarchical patterns proposed by notions of musical
grammar.
However a number of writers, from different disciplines and from different
perspectives, have suggested another, crucial, defining property of rhythmic practice:
social functionality. This paper seeks to show how social roles in rhythmic practice are
important for both performers and listeners in the processes of music making. It
attempts to show how a theory of rhythmic practice, based on social determinants,
might account for aspects of pulse, pattern and synchronization. It also draws on
1
2
discussions of the perception of time by Bachelard and Bourdieu to try to account for
some of the phenomenological affects of rhythm. Finally, a consideration of counting
tries to show that even seemingly abstract systems rest on social determinants, and
that a social account of rhythm proposes a plausible pathway for the evolution of
music.
ie

Bachelard, G (1936) La Dialectique de la Durée. Paris: Boivin & C .
Pierre Bourdieu, trans. R. Nice (1990) The Logic of Practice. Cambridge: Polity
Press.
1
2

Peter Nelson is Professor in Music and has worked closely with the composer Iannis
Xenakis and his UPIC computer music system, composing a number of works for the
UPIC. He also founded Edinburgh Contemporary Arts Trust (ECAT), with his colleague
Geoffrey King, presenting a regular season of new music concerts in Edinburgh,
bringing most of the leading international performers, composers and ensembles to
Scotland. Professor Nelson is editor of the international journal, Contemporary Music
Bachelard, G (1936) La Dialectique de la Durée. Paris: Boivin & Cie .
Pierre Bourdieu, trans. R. Nice (1990) The Logic of Practice. Cambridge: Polity
Press.
1
2
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Review published by Routledge. Recent compositions include a concerto for
cello/electric cello, for Frances-Marie Uitti and the Scottish Chamber Orchestra, and
MerzMusic for soprano and ensemble, on texts by Kurt Schwitters, commissioned by
Paragon Ensemble for the 2004 Edinburgh International Festival.

Music in Maths Education: MusiMaths
Chris Greive
Edinburgh, UK
Some positive outcomes of Curriculum for Excellence being rolled out to schools
across Scotland over the last few years have seen creative artists became practically
involved in the development of high school content. Initial findings from Arts Across the
Curriculum paved the way for Creative Maths, a joint council (Aberdeen City,
Aberdeenshire, Moray) project that allowed artists (music, dance, theatre/visual) to
deliver their cross curricular ideas directly to Maths students from S1 to S3.
This presentation will contain practical and theoretical information from Creative Maths
participant, Chris Greive, who delivered Maths content to students from the music
perspective. Chris entered the joint council project without a course outline or a set of
outcomes, utilised his skills as an improvising Jazz musician and developed content
that not only enhanced the students learning but also the teachers he was
collaborating with.
Chris welcomes an interactive participant approach to this 60-minute presentation as
he outlines what he has called MusiMaths, a vehicle for his ideas that he is currently
promoting to the Scottish Arts Council and education authorities around Scotland.
Chris Greive (B/Mus Jazz) became involved in the use of Music & Maths in a learning
environment quite recently when selected as one of three artists to be involved in the
2008 Aberdeen City Council (with Aberdeenshire & Moray) Curriculum for Excellence
project Creative Maths. As a professional musician Chris currently cites his main jobs
as lead trombone with the Scottish National Jazz Orchestra, co-leader of jazz-prog trio
NeWt (www.myspace.com/newttrio) and Lecturer (Arranging, Styles and Analysis) in
Scotland's first full-time Jazz Course at the RSAMD. Chris has developed many high
school based projects over the years for practical participation in music but his own
MusiMaths and a Jazz Program for Edinburgh City Council that won the Jazz Services
Will Michael Diploma 2007/08 are highlights.

Musomatics
Prof. Nigel Osborne
Music
University of Edinburgh, UK
This short presentation is concerned with hypotheses about ‘real’ as opposed to
metaphorical relationships between music and mathematics, and possible common
locations in the human mind and body. It describes three out of several possible
domains: one in some detail, the remainder, because of constraints of time, only in
outline.
Domain 1 – The psychobiology of number and counting; Philippe de Vitry and the
headhunters of New Guinea
In a recent chapter on the chronobiology of music (Communicative Musicality ed.
Malloch and Trevarthen OUP 2009) I proposed the idea of a ‘window of rhythm’
stretching from just below 20hz - approximately the lowest audible pitch frequency - to
around 0.16Hz, or the point at which separate events may no longer readily be
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associated rhythmically in the mind and body. Here I suggest a reciprocal relationship
between chronobiology, pulse and counting, slowly emergent in human evolution and
cultural development, whereby pulses have been used to assist counting, and
numbers have increasingly been used to describe rhythmic structures. Reference will
be made to related areas of the brain, including the posterior parietal cortex, prefrontal cortex and pre-motor cortex.
Domain 2 – The sensing of musical proportion; Pythagoras, Bartok and Kepler’s Laws
of Planetary Motion
Human beings appear to be ‘tuned’ to harmonic proportions (1:2:3:4:5 etc., the same
consonances that helped inspire Pythagoras to invent the ratio). I consider the
evidence for harmonicity processing in the area of Heschl’s Gyrus - and therefore the
high likelihood of an innate pre-cognitive, neural frequency ratio computer. The
implications of this for other musical structures and proportions, both rhythmic and
formal are considered.
Domain 3 – The cognition of musical structures in space and time; Mandelbrot,
Xenakis and the auditory scene
In human evolution, probably largely for reasons of survival, a highly sophisticated
system for location of sounds in time and space has developed. I propose that this has
created a rich set of possibilities both for imagined sound structures in space (like
Ligeti’s fractal geometries or Xenakis’ ruled surfaces) as well as for neurophysiological
perceptual feedback systems.
Nigel Osborne is Reid Professor of Music at the University of Edinburgh. He studied
composition with Kenneth Leighton, his predecessor as Reid Professor of Music at
Edinburgh, with Egon Wellesz, the first pupil of Arnold Schoenberg, and with Witold
Rudzinski. Prof. Osborne also studied at the Polish Radio Experimental Studio,
Warsaw. His works have been featured in most major international festivals and
performed by many leading orchestras and ensembles around the world, winning
numerous awards. Prof. Osborne is also Co-Director of the IMHSD at the University of
Edinburgh and he has pioneered the use of music in therapy and rehabilitation for
children who are victims of conflict.

Einstein’s Fiddle
Prof. Brian Foster
Department of Physics
Oxford University, UK
Albert Einstein was not only, arguably, the world’s greatest scientist - he was also a
committed and enthusiastic musician who preferred to organise a chamber music
group than attend a conference. The talk addresses his early life and career and how
he came to world-wide prominence through the Theory of Relativity. His early musical
training, as well as his musical tastes, are described. Playing the violin played an
increasingly important part in his life until he grew too old to play to his own
satisfaction. Some of his musical collaborations are described, as well as how he used
his influence as one of the most famous personalities in the world to further musical
ends. The extent to which music played a role in his scientific research is discussed; a
brief summary is given of the continued importance of his scientific legacy as the basis
of much of fundamental physics. This is illustrated by the example of the latest ‘atomsmasher’, the Large Hadron Collider at CERN in Geneva, Switzerland.
Brian Foster received a 1st in Physics at Queen Elizabeth College, University of
London in 1975; he also won the Dillon and Andrewes Prizes. He received a D. Phil.
from Oxford in 1978. After postdoctoral positions at RAL and Imperial College London,
he became a lecturer at Bristol University in 1984, becoming Professor in 1996. He
was elected Professor of Experimental Physics at Oxford University and a Fellow of
Balliol in 2003. He is currently head of the Dept. of Particle Physics. He has been a
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Fellow of the UK Institute of Physics since 1996. He was Chairman of the European
Committee for Future Accelerators from 2002 – 2005 and a member of the UK Particle
Physics and Astronomy Research Council from 2001 - 2006. He is currently European
Director of the Global Design Effort for the International Linear Collider and is a
member of the Council of the Institute of Physics. He was awarded the Alexander von
Humboldt Research Prize in 1999 and the Max Born Medal and Prize awarded jointly
by the German Physical Society and UK Institute of Physics in 2003. He was
appointed OBE in 2003 and elected to Fellowship of the Royal Society in 2008.
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Tuesday 9.30 – 13.00 (Chair: Dr. Karen M. Ludke)
The Significance of Harmonic Frequency Ratios in the Functioning of
Wind Instruments
Prof. Murray Campbell
School of Physics and Astronomy
University of Edinburgh, UK
Musical wind instruments capable of generating steady sounds of definite pitch are
examples of self-sustained oscillatory systems. An input of air from the player at
approximately constant pressure is enough to create a periodically repeating
acoustical waveform, corresponding to a harmonically related set of frequency
components. This does not, however, require that the acoustical resonances of the
instrument are harmonically aligned; indeed, no real wind instrument tube has an
exactly harmonic set of resonance frequencies. The production of a sustained sound
with a clear pitch depends on the nonlinear nature of the relationship between
pressure and air flow in the sound generating mechanism. Provided that this
nonlinearity is sufficiently strong, and the deviations of the air column mode
frequencies from harmonicity are not too great, the phenomenon known as modelocking occurs. Each acoustic mode which is participating in a mode-locked regime
of oscillation vibrates with a frequency which is not its natural mode frequency, but is
an exact integer multiple of the basic repetition frequency of the regime.
This paper offers a non-mathematical review of the role of nonlinear coupling and
mode locking in the functioning of wind instruments. Examples are presented of
playing techniques in which mode locking is encouraged, and also in which it is
deliberately frustrated in order to generate musically interesting non-periodic sound
waveforms. Implications for the perception of the pitch and timbre of wind instrument
sounds are also briefly discussed.
Murray Campbell is Professor of Musical Acoustics in the School of Physics and
Astronomy at the University of Edinburgh. His main research activity is concerned with
different aspects of the acoustical and musical behaviour of wind instruments. Work is
also in progress on acoustical studies of historic wind instruments, making use of the
rich resources of the university’s Collection of Historic Musical Instruments. Prof.
Campbell is Co-ordinator of the UK Musical Acoustics Network, Co-chair of the
Technical Committee for Musical Acoustics of the European Acoustics Association,
and Associate Editor for Acta Acustica united with Acustica. He is Musical Director of
the Edinburgh Renaissance Band, the Scottish Gabrieli Ensemble and Linton Singers.

The Music of Life: Quantum Sound and Molecular Patterns in Biology
Michael Butler
Microscale Sensors Group, Physics
University of the West of Scotland, Paisley, UK
Work on the fundamental interactions of sound has recently become very popular; the
number of papers in leading cross-disciplinary journals dealing with novel experiments
and models has auspiciously increased. Some pretty intriguing papers from Caltech,
MIT, MPIs and various UK universities have made it clear that studying sound,
specifically quantum sound, is once again a priority for basic research. For instance,
ultrafast optical lasers have imaged the tiniest acoustic resonances in atomic and
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crystalline structures whilst an equivalent sonic ‘laser’, using discrete frequencies of
sound waves, is being developed.
Interestingly, biophysicists have also been studying mechanical properties in cells and
cellular structures; it appears that a number of physical properties are important in
both developent and regulation of biological systems. Cellular communication has
been found to involve a number of different physical mechanisms, including
mechanical stimuli. At this level sound is irretrievably entwined with molecular pattern
and structure, so it may help us to understand and modify cellular and physiological
structures or even give clues to our evolutionary and developmental origins. As
acoustic techniques and mathematical models further develop, it will hopefully be
possible to investigate how the music of quantum physics links up with the chaotic
polyphony of life.
I will give an overview of the latest discoveries connected to nano-sized music, a brief
description of my current work producing nanoscale acoustic devices for use in
biological applications and a longer look to the future detailing where I hope the field
will lead.
Michael Butler is in the second year of a physics PhD at the University of the West of
Scotland designing and manufaturing novel ultrasonic biodevices. Having originally
studied music and philosophy at the University of Edinburgh, he continued
postgraduate studies in neuroscience and translational medicine, before moving to
Glasgow to study ultrasonic sensor design. His research draws upon a broad
interdisciplinary background from arts to sciences, applied to theoretical, but is
currently focussed upon experimentally studying the acoustic interactions of molecules
in cell biology.

Blending Air-Disturbance Patterns of Reproduced Sound to Emulate the
Characteristics of Natural Sound in Superior Acoustic Spaces
Dr. Shelley Katz
Music
Queen’s University, Canada, ISC at Herstmonceux Castle, UK
A variety of measurement methods used to characterise concert halls reveal
commonalities among those that can be grouped into the fifty most preferred by expert
musicians. One type of measurement calculates the ratio between sound received by
the audience directly from the stage and sound received as a result of lateral
reflections. The measurement reflects the average quantity of binaural correlation of
the air-disturbance pattern manifested by the given acoustic space to standard stimuli.
Reproduced sound depends on the use of electrically powered acoustic radiators –
loudspeakers. Anechoic measurements of single loudspeakers reveal levels of
binaural correlation significantly dissimilar to the group of preferred concert halls.
Combining loudspeakers with differing methods of propagating sound results in
measurements of binaural correlation commensurate with preferred concert halls. In
the ecological environment, and regardless of its characteristics, informal subjective
preference tests seem to suggest that the combination of two differing methods of
propagating sound improves an auditor’s experience of reproduced sound.
Shelley Katz discovered at the tender age of two that a piano is an excellent way to
make a lot of noise, and get a lot of attention. He won the national piano competition
for ten-year olds at age six, and Shelley's career has been down-hill ever since. He
escaped to Germany after surviving five years at the Juilliard School, and then
repeated his now perfected disappearing act by burying himself in studies toward a
PhD in the deepest, darkest corners of Surrey University. Since then, Shelley has
been merrily tilting at every windmill in the monumental audio industry, under the sad
illusion that his discovery of how to make loudspeakers sound good, will be
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understood by nearly deaf, and mostly musically illiterate decision makers.

Analysing the Flow of Movement and Sound that Makes Music
Prof. David N. Lee
Perception-Movement-Action Research Centre (PMARC)
University of Edinburgh, UK
Music involves sounding sequences of tones, often in parallel streams, with proper
timing. But there is far more to it. An essential aspect is how the performer sculpts,
through their movements on an instrument or in their voice, not only the tones
themselves but the transitions between tones and the linking of sequences of tones
into a musical phrase or melody. It is this that gives the performance quality and
reaches the emotional centres of the listener. Our approach to understanding this
sculpting of sound started at the movement end. In our across-species studies of
movement control we have found that skilled movements, whether natural or culturally
learned, tend to follow a certain mathematical function, called tauG, for which we have
evidence in the nervous system. The tauG function has three variable parameters
corresponding to the amplitude, duration and ‘oomph’, or power, of the movement. The
idea is that musicians vary these parameters when making tauG movements, with
their voice or on an instrument, and that these movements beget corresponding tauG
sounds. We have tested the idea in bass-playing and singing. In bass-playing, tauG
movement of the bow resulted in a tauG rise in sound intensity during the attack.
Playing sadly vs. happily was achieved by increasing the oomph of the bow and
sound. In singing, tauG movement in the larynx resulted in tauG ‘pitch-glides’ between
tones. Emotionally charged pitch-glides had higher oomph. In my presentation, I will
extend these ideas into the realm of musical phrasing, using an Ella Fitzgerald riff as
one example.
David Lee is Professor Emeritus of Perception, Action and Development, and Director
of the Perception-Movement-Action Research Centre (PMARC), University of
Edinburgh. He investigates motor control in animals from protozoa to humans. His
General Tau Theory specifies how guidance of purposive movement is achieved by
control, synchronization and sequencing of the time to closure of spatial and force
gaps between effectors and their goals. He applies the theory in studying skilled
performance, early development, and how to assist people with movement disorders.

Touchy Feely Mathematics
Dr. Benjaman Schögler
Creative Director, Business Development, Skoogmusic
Edinburgh, UK
Come and get your hands on a Skoog – Tactile technology workshop. Exploring the
potential of physical modeling synthesis in making music more accessible.
The Skoog was developed in the IMHSD at the University of Edinburgh and is now
commercially available and already in use in schools up and down the country. Dr.
Benjaman Schögler will host a workshop with plenty of hands on activity. The tactile
interface allows your fingers to do the mathematics and manipulate variables in the
equations that define traditional acoustic instruments.
Users can play a variety of sounds on the Skoog and alter pitch, timbre and volume
with a very small range of movement. Suitable for MLD, SLD and PMLD. Children
with global delay, genetic conditions such as Down’s Syndrome, Sensory impairments,
physical/medical problems and those with Autism.
Dr. Benjaman Schögler is a musician and psychologist. His research in music,
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psychology and education has always placed movement at the heart of things. He is
the co-inventor of the Skoog and creative director at Skoogmusic Ltd.

Tuesday 14.00 – 21.30 (Chair: Prof. Peter Nelson)
Information Dynamics in the Perception of Musical Structure
Dr. Marcus Pearce, Joydeep Bhattacharya, Job Lindsen, Keith Potter,
Geraint Wiggins
Goldsmiths, University of London, UK
Samer Abdallah, Mark Plumbley
Queen Mary, University of London, UK
Our goal is to relate dynamic changes in the information-theoretic structure of music
with cognitive and neural processes in the ongoing psychological listening experience.
We have developed dynamic probabilistic models of melodic prediction that use
variable-order contexts, long- and short-term musical structure and combine
information from multiple musical features in predicting note attributes such as pitch,
onset time and duration. We have also developed a novel information-dynamic model
based on the concept of predictive information rate, which measures how much
information is gained by current observations about the future, but which is not already
known from past observations.
We use our information dynamic models to make predictions about listeners’
responses to music, which can then be tested empirically. We have shown, for
example, that information-dynamic measures of surprise predict listeners’ pitch
expectations well. Notes whose pitches are improbable given the preceding context
are perceived unexpected and vice versa. These results generalise across a range of
melodic contexts including single intervals, English folks songs, chorale melodies and
English hymns and predict listeners’ expectations better than existing rule-based
models. Using EEG to investigate dynamic aspects of the neural mechanisms involved
in musical expectation, we have shown that unexpected notes are associated with
characteristic patterns of beta band activation and phase-locking at centro-parietal
sites.
We have also used the information-dynamic models to predict other aspects of
musical perception such as phrase segmentation. We hypothesise that grouping
boundaries in music correspond to points where the context fails to inform the listener
about the identity of the next musical event. This might happen when an unexpected
(low probability) event arrives or because the listener is simply uncertain about what
will happen next (high entropy). We have produced evidence to support this
hypothesis both at the level of phrase boundaries and of high-level form.
Educated in experimental psychology and artificial intelligence at Oxford and
Edinburgh, Marcus Pearce received his PhD from City University, London in 2005,
before continuing his research on music cognition at Goldsmiths, University of London.
Following a year as a post-doctoral fellow working on Neuroaesthetics in the Wellcome
Laboratory of Neurobiology at University College London, he is currently conducting
research at Goldsmiths as a co-investigator on a EPSRC-funded project investigating
information and neural dynamics in the perception of musical structure
(http://www.idyom.org). He has published widely on computational, psychological and
neuroscientific aspects of music cognition, in particular on perceptual expectations and
grouping in musical listening.
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Music and Brain Science
Prof. Koki Kawamura and Andrzej S. Cichocki
RIKEN Brain Science Institute
Laboratory for Advanced Brain Signal Processing, Japan
Activities of the central nervous system in vertebrates can be analyzed in terms of their
cognitive, emotional and motor aspects. Primitive stages of the functions can be
identified even in fish and birds, but they attain a much richer expression in mammals,
culminating in humans with the emergence of language, art and music.
We will discuss the neural basis of acoustic cognition and emotion, that is music. The
primary input for music is of course the acoustic signal. Our understanding of the
auditory system is however far behind that for vision in which the neural basis of
processing of shapes, colors and movements of visual objects have been studied in
great details. Music is not just an acoustic experience. Like all other artistic human
activities, it recruits multiple systems dealing among others with emotion, movement
and possibly language. The neural manifestation of these systems is activity in limbic
structures, higher motor cortical areas and neocortical association areas.
Anatomic and physiologic data of the higher function of the human brain, however, are
scanty. A lot more is known from experimental animals, so it is useful for now to
discuss principles of morphology and function of the human brain in terms of findings
in cats and monkeys. We can use this approach to relate anatomical information from
animal experiments to recent human studies of music using non-invasive techniques.
We will describe the processing of the acoustic signal to the final formation of concepts
like harmony and sensory recognition of a melody which puts elements together as a
whole leading to the ‘Gestalt’ formation of the human music experience.
We acknowledge the discussion with Dr. Andreas A. Ioannides while he stayed in Japan.

Prof. Koki Kawamura is a brain scientist and psychiatrist since retirement from Keio
University in 2000. My previous research fields have been the cerebral association
cortex, cerebellum and regeneration in the CNS, now continuing in parts. Just started
and interested now in signal processing in the brain.

Problems in Proportion – Why Conceptual Mathematical Structuring of
Large-Scale Musical Form Lacks a Perceptual Counterpart
Michelle Phillips
Faculty of Music, Centre for Music and Science
University of Cambridge, UK
It is currently common for music analysis to demonstrate mathematical organisation of
the large-scale form of a musical work (whether conscious on the part of the composer
or not). The golden section (or golden mean, ratio, proportion, number, divine
proportion, or related concept the Fibonacci sequence) is a prime example of this –
there are over 120 items of musical analysis which include mention of this
mathematical concept (largely following in the wake of Lendvai and Howat’s renowned
studies in the 1970s and 80s respectively), many of which attribute part of all of the
music’s aesthetic effect to this proportional structure.
Yet there is little or no evidence that musical form is perceived on anything other than
a local (e.g. metrical) level (see e.g. Tillman and Bigand 2004, Deliège et al. 1996).
Limits of working memory, thought to be around 5-8 seconds (Baddeley 2007), and the
flexibility of psychological time cast significant doubt on assertions which assume a
musical work is perceived in time as it is through score study. During music listening,
one bar, passage or section does not exist in absolute relation to any other, but rather
the listener’s phenomenological experience is shaped by multiple and complex factors,
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including (but not limited to) context of the event, level of arousal, body temperature,
familiarity, and preference.
Using the example of the golden section, and with reference to research to date on
musical time, I hope to demonstrate these problems in proportion – that a conceptual
mathematical structure is not necessarily audible.
Michelle Phillips is in the second year of her PhD in the Centre for Music and Science,
University of Cambridge, under the supervision of Dr. Ian Cross. Her research
focusses on the perception of large-scale musical form, including study of the golden
section in music analysis and the notion of musical time.

Music Counts
Prof. Kevin Jones
Emeritus Professor of Music
Kingston University, UK
Musical patterns lend themselves to mathematical analysis and synthesis; conversely,
composers over many generations have sought to translate mathematical abstractions
into musical form. However, historical and contemporary manifestations of the widely
recognised relationship between these disciplines suggest something more: an
intrinsic, profound and essential symbiosis that should be acknowledged and
celebrated in our contemporary culture.
Ancient civilizations, such as China and Greece, used music theory derived from
listening as a tool to formulate and encapsulate mathematical knowledge that lay at
the heart of their science and social organisation. Music and mathematics have walked
hand in hand in the development of western culture and science in recent centuries – I
will highlight some less-familiar examples referencing Bach and Elgar – and it is
arguable that the insights of contemporary scientists may too be inspired by the aurally
woven bonds of music’s ‘unconscious arithmetic’ (to paraphrase Leibniz) or forms of
mathematical ‘knowledge’ that earlier composers may have unwittingly represented in
audible form.
In particular, some of my own theoretical and compositional work has focused on
manifestations of recursive symmetry in music, examples of which will be considered.
Kevin Jones is Emeritus Professor of Music at Kingston University and a composer,
researcher, teacher and performer (pianist, accompanist, conductor, organist) with a
special interest in music in interdisciplinary contexts, particularly in relation to science
and mathematics, taking in contemporary and historical, western and non-western
perspectives. Much of his composition and research relates music to natural forms
such as landscape, star patterns and geological phenomena. He also has a keen
interest in musical codes and cryptography, particularly in relation to the music of
Elgar. Widely published and performed, he regularly contributes to radio and TV
programmes.

Mathematics as the Source of Music Composition
Prof. Clarence Barlow
Corwin Professor and Head of Composition
University of California, Santa Barbara, USA
This paper describes three projects in which I have composed music by the use of
mathematical formulas:
1) In 1970 I wrote the composition Cheltrovype for chamber ensemble, in which I for
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the first time generated a series of pitches by means of probability calculations. For the
choice of every pitch to be played, the probability of every note in the individual
instruments' ranges was computed according to a set of formulas and the result
obtained by the use of random numbers.
2) 1978 saw the beginnings of my system of quantification of harmony and meter for
the generation of melodies and rhythms as installed in my computer program
Autobusk (1986-2002). Here I calculated the probability of attack of a given pulse in a
meter, and if there was to be an attack, the probability of the pitch to be played. These
probabilities were derived from the relative metric importance of each pulse and the
relative harmonic importance of each pitch, based on formulas I developed for the
purpose.
3) In 2001 I introduced my digital sound processing technique ISIS, whereby the
interpolation of imaginary connecting sinusoids between the samples of a sound wave
yields possibilities for converting the latter into a melody and vice versa. It is possible
by means of this technique to view any sound wave as a microtonal sequence of sine
tones running at the sampling rate and centered in pitch at the sampling rate
frequency. This sequence can be slowed down to a perceptible speed and transposed
down to the audible frequency range. By the reverse procedure, any melody can be
converted into a sound wave. The domains of rhythm, pitch and timbre can thus be
made to form a continuum.
Clarence Barlow was born in 1945 into the English-speaking minority of Calcutta,
where he went to school and college, studied piano and music theory, started
composing in 1957 and obtained a science degree in 1965. After activities as pianist,
conductor and music theory teacher he moved in 1968 to Cologne, where he studied
composition and electronic music until 1973, also studying sonology at Utrecht
University from 1971-1972. His use of a computer as a compositional aid dates from
1971. From 1982-1994 he was in charge of computer music at the biannual Darmstadt
New Music Summer Courses and from 1984-2005 lecturer on computer music at
Cologne Music University. From 1990-1991 he was guest professor of composition at
the Folkwang University Essen, from 1990-94 artistic director of the Institute of
Sonology at the Royal Conservatory The Hague, where from 1994-2006 he was
professor of composition and sonology. Since 1994 he has been a member of the
International Academy of Electroacoustic Music in Bourges. From 2005-2006 he was
guest professor of composition at the School of Music and Performing Arts ESMAE in
Porto. In 2006 he was appointed Corwin professor and head of composition at the
Music Department, University of California in Santa Barbara, where he now lives.

From 2D to 3D: Using Mathematics to Conceptualise Musical Structure
as Three-Dimensional Objects
Jocelyn Ho
Department of Music
University of New York at Stony Brook, USA
The visualization of a musical composition is often limited to two-dimensional space,
for instance, as scores and diagrams on a piece of paper. However, non-linear
processes in music such as repetition and cycles can be difficult to represent
conventionally. In this lecture-recital, I propose to use differential geometry to extend
the visual representation of music to three dimensions (or even higher). Reversing
this, I have used mathematics in my compositions, Torus for piano and 12 Variations
on a Dodecahedron for percussion duo, to enrich the process of transforming the
visual into music.
In the compositions, I have used three-dimensional objects as the basis for their
structures, such that the experience of the music is represented as a traversal on the
objects’ surfaces. In Torus, mathematical set unions on the surface of the torus are
used to represent the possible compositional space, on which a path (the music itself)
traverses. 12 Variations on a Dodecahedron is based on the group of rotational
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symmetries on a dodecahedron, using its isomorphism to the alternating group of 5.
Accompanying the playing of each composition (Torus performed by myself and 12
Variations on a Dodecahedron as a recording) is a video that shows the transformation
of the three-dimensional object corresponding to the experience of the music.
The use of three-dimensional geometry increases the conceptual realm of theorists
and composers in their understanding and construction of structure. Hence, the
audience will be provided with a new perception strategy.
Jocelyn Ho is a pianist and composer. She was a prizewinner in the 2008 Australian
National Piano Award, and won top prizes in the 2007 Kawai Award for solo piano and
the 2007 Sydney Conservatorium Concerto Competition. She also received the 2007
Australia Day Award by the National Council of Women NSW. She is a doctorate
student at the University of New York at Stony Brook and has published in the
American Mathematical Monthly.

Descending Motifs in Five Vocal Pieces from the Renaissance through to
Contemporary Eras
Diana Gilchrist and Dr. Shelley Katz
The natural sigh of an individual as they sit down in a comfortable chair at the end of a
hard day, the sound of weeping as elicited by emotional turmoil, cries of physical pain;
these are common human experiences, and are also characterized as events that
occur over a period of time.
A sequence of descending musical elements is a pattern of sound that may be seen
as a reflection of human emotional states or events. As a compositional tool,
descending patterns can can function in many ways, including as short motifs, as the
determining shape of a phrase or as a fundamental structural approach to an entire
composition. Analysing a musical composition by identifying all apparent or implied
patterns of descending pitches, harmonies, phrases or other musical elements may
yield interesting results.
In this lecture recital, we seek to illuminate patterns of descending musical elements,
to demonstrate alternative performances, and to present possible commonalities
across compositions spanning several hundred years. Some examples will also be
demonstrated in which performance choices may have an impact on the cognition of
musical expression and therefore the implied meaning, of both the specific text and of
the musical composition as a whole. In the context of live performance, descending
musical elements thus serve not only as defining auditory structures, but as vehicles
for suggesting common human experiences.
Diana Gilchrist is a Canadian soprano, now based in Cambridge, who founded
Ottawa's Opera Lyra in 1984. From 1988 sang in German opera houses and continues
a free lance performance career. Since 1997 she has served as Musician in
Residence at the Bader International Study Centre, Queen's University where she also
lectures.
Shelley Katz is a Canadian accompanist (Julliard B Mus, M Mus, Surrey PhD) and
music technologist. After performing and recording with some of the world’s greatest
artists for twenty years, he moved to research and development. Having discovered
how to enable loudspeakers to propagate natural sound, he continues to design and
develop audio related technologies.
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Wednesday 9.30 – 13.30 (Chair: Dr. Margaret Walker)
Musical Activities in Maths Classrooms – About the Challenge of
Interdisciplinary Teaching and Learning
Prof. Markus Cslovjecsek
Chair for Music Education, School of Teacher Education
University of Applied Sciences Aargau, North-Western Switzerland
Prof. Dr. Helmut Linneweber-Lammerskitten
Chair for Teaching of Mathematics and Its Disciplines, School of Teacher Education
University of Applied Sciences Aargau, North-Western Switzerland
Sound and motion highly comply with the way how children learn and with their
unremittingly inquiry of function and coherence. Many important steps in children’s
ways of exploring the world are anchored in the manner how they deal with sound and
motion. Even later on, musical activity goes beyond ‘pure’ musical experience. But
nevertheless, music as a subject at school is often well separated from other subjects.
Based on the understanding of conceptual metaphor and constructivist learning
approaches, actual math-teaching for primary schools looks to involve pupils in
mathematical situations. Visual art tables and other learning materials are well
integrated in mathematics textbooks. But do they encourages to activities with sound
or motion?
Working over 20 years with classes with enhanced music education in Switzerland, we
have learned much about children’s and teacher’s ideas for a ‘musical’ realization of
actual subjects of the mathematical curriculum. Out of this collaboration we collected
over 120 musical classroom activities along the fields thought in actual mathematics
textbooks for primary schools. But what do this activities really teach?
In this contribution we will share some of the proposed musical activities and discuss
them from the mathematical as well as from the musical perspective. By discovering
how ‘Music as experience’ (Dewey 1934) brings ‘Mathematics into being’
(Lakoff/Núñes 2000) we will go deeper into questions about learning and
understanding in mathematics as well as in music classes. Presented activities will be
easy to recreate in classroom or teacher training.
Prof. Markus Cslovjecsek is the Chair of Music Pedagogy in the Institute of Secundary
Education at the School of Teacher Education of the University of Applied Sciences
Northwestern Switzerland. The focus of his work is on the development of new
perspectives concerning the role of music at school and the scope in learning
environments. Markus has been teaching in elementary schools, middle schools, high
schools, music schools, teacher training colleges and universities.
Prof. Dr. Helmut Linneweber-Lammerskitten is the chair for Teaching and Learning of
Mathematics and Its Disciplines, Institute for Secondary Education, School for Teacher
Education, University of Applied Sciences Northwestern Switzerland. He is also a
private lecturer for Philosophy at the University of Berne and co-leader of the
consortium for mathematics within the Swiss educational standards project (HarmoS).
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Finding Meaning in Maths Classroom Interaction
John Kusznirczuk
Department of Geography, Enterprise, Mathematics and Science
Institute of Education Doctoral School, University of London, UK
I am investigating discursive interaction in the Key Stage 3 maths classroom and
have prototypes of a product that I expect my work to yield. These products are
presentations of reduced records of actual KS3 maths classroom interaction by
means of sequences of acoustic codes. They are an attempt at an accessible
presentation of the movement of the emergent discursive space that obtains between
participants in a given maths period. I hope to use them to help open up the
discourse on maths classroom discourse by making the familiar strange.
These records are temporally faithful presentations of the flow of classroom
participants’ discursive moves and the generic forms that they constitute. Drawn
from analyses of the interaction that takes place in whole periods of KS3 maths,
these records employ a reduced timescale such that a fifty minute maths period can
be auditioned in two hundred seconds.
This investigation’s value rests on the proposition that if we are to begin to understand
how learning happens in the maths classroom then our task must be to first
begin to understand what it is to be in the maths classroom. My approach to this
task privileges method over theory and, reversing the usual expectation that social
order should explain social interaction, I take it that social order is realised by the
social interaction of individuals. I offer my reduced records as suspended cultural
artefacts, bound and particular instances of school maths, and invite auditioners to
transform artefact into text through their reading of its meaning.
John is a research student at the Institute of Education, University of London. His
background is in the secondary school mathematics classroom and his research interest
is discursive interaction and its role in meaning making.

Computing Grammar-based Musical Analysis
Prof. Mark Steedman
School of Informatics
University of Edinburgh, UK
The idea that the musical faculty is closely allied to the language faculty, with elements
corresponding to syntax, semantics, and phonology is a very old one. However,
attempts to approach musical syntax using the tools of formal grammar have not been
sufficiently formal to support computational applications such as fully automatic score
annotation from keyboard performance.
It is arguable that one reason for greater success in the natural language domain has
been our comparatively reliable access to at least some aspects of its semantics—in
particular, predicate-argument relations. In music, by contrast, the notion of semantics
has remained comparatively obscure. Hence it has been rather unclear what
structural relations a grammar should capture.
The talk offers a model theory for the harmonic component of the western tonal
tradition in music, a tradition that includes all of Jazz and modal musical systems,
including the Indian, as well as the classical tradition.
This semantics follows Longuet-Higgins (1962a,b passim) and provides a basis for a
syntax that has many parallels with natural language syntax, including membership of
the same ‘nearly context free’ complexity class in an expanded version of the
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Chomsky hierarchy. The problem of robustly parsing this unusually ambiguous
musical language using statistical models will be discussed..
Mark Steedman is Professor of Cognitive Science in the School of Informatics, working
in Computational Linguistics, Artificial Intelligence, and Cognitive Science, on
Generation of Meaningful Intonation for Speech by Artificial Agents, Animated
Conversation, The Communicative Use of Gesture, Tense and Aspect, and
Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG). He is also interested in Computational
Musical Analysis and Combinatory Logic.

Musical Analogies and Blends
Dr. Alan Smaill
School of Informatics
University of Edinburgh, UK
The ideas of inference and calculation in music go back a long way – the notion of
musical development can be thought of as a way of drawing out (deducing) potential
consequences of some given musical material. Recent work on notions of analogy
suggests ways of understanding what is going on in terms of mathematical mappings
between instances of the material (musical material here). This leads to the possibility
of blending different sorts of musical materials (rhythms, motifs, even forms); the
manipulations and the multiple possibilties involved can be supported by computer.
Alan Smaill's studies were in Pure Mathematics, and Mathematical Logic, with singing,
playing and conducting on the side. Dr. Smaill has been involved in teaching aspects
of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in Edinburgh since 1988, mostly in the area of automated
reasoning. Along with others, this has involved collaborations between Music and AI
(now Informatics) in Edinburgh. We have organised a couple of international
conferences on Music and AI, and seminars that encourage work involving
computational aspects of musical understanding, performance and composition.

Patterns in Space and Time: Musical and Mathematical Abstraction
Dr. Katie Overy
Music, Institute for Music in Human and Social Development (IMHSD)
University of Edinburgh, UK
Patterns in Space and Time: Musical and Mathematical Abstraction
There is no question that mathematics is a useful way to abstract and manipulate
information. Psychologically, music is more often considered in terms of its actual
acoustical properties, motor demands, emotional qualities, and communicative
potential. However, musical structure is clearly abstract – music is constructed via
relative distances in time and pitch space (not absolute values) and it is nonreferential. Leibniz desribed music as ‘unconscious arithmetic’ and Wittgenstein
described Russell’s Principia Mathematica as ‘like music’.
Two questions will thus be raised for discussion:
1) what information does music abstract?
2) are mathematical and musical thinking similar, psychologically?
Hoping to stimulate an open discussion of these questions, I will refer briefly to a range
of previous work, including: Malloch and Trevarthen’s theory of Communicative
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Musicality; Lee’s theory of Tau; the Kodaly approach to music pedagogy; child
prodigies; correlational and educational psychology research; Leng and Shaw’s theory
of cortical firing patterns and spatial-temporal reasoning; and the so-called ‘Mozart
effect’.
Katie Overy is a Senior Lecturer in Music Psychology, Programme Co-Director of the
MSc in Music in the Community, and Co-Director of the IMHSD at the University of
Edinburgh. Dr. Overy graduated from the University of Edinburgh Faculty of Music in
1995 and went on to study the psychology of music with Eric Clarke at the University
of Sheffield, examining dyslexic children's difficulties with musical timing and the
potential of rhythm-based music lessons to support dyslexic children's language and
literacy skills. She spent two years as a postdoctoral researcher with Gottfried Schlaug
at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center and Harvard Medical School, learning fMRI
techniques and collaborating on various neuroimaging studies of musical processing.
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Travel Information
Herstmonceux Castle is located in a rural setting, so access to amenities such
as bank machines, fast food restaurants, and 24-hour shops is limited. The
nearest village to the Castle is Herstmonceux Village, which is about a 30minute walk. There, you’ll find amenities such as a bank machine, pharmacist,
variety store, post office, hairdresser and pub.
Hailsham and Polegate, which are the closest nearby towns, are about a 20minute drive from the Castle. Eastbourne is a 30-minute drive and Brighton is
a 45-minute drive.
Trains
The closest train station is Polegate Station, located approximately 9 miles to
the southwest. From Polegate you can catch trains to Brighton, Gatwick or
London (Victoria Station). Battle Station, the next closed station after Polegate,
provides access to London (Charing Cross Station). Polegate and Battle are
each 15-20 minutes by taxi, and the train journey to London is 75 minutes.
Same-day return fare is £13 with a Young Person’s Railcard; without a
Railcard it will cost £20. When you buy your ticket, for about £5 more, you can
purchase an all-day pass for travel on the London underground.
Subway
For trips on the London Underground (a.k.a. the Tube), you may want to
consider purchasing an ‘Oyster’ card. The Oyster card is a prepaid smartcard
that saves you the hassle of purchasing a pass each time you want to travel
on the Tube. The Oyster card can also be used on trams, buses, London
Overground and some National Rail Services. Fares purchased using an
Oyster card are generally cheaper and credits can be used as needed (i.e.
they do not expire). The Oyster card also calculates automatically the
cheapest fare for the journeys you make in a single day.
Taxis
Bader Reception has information on taxi companies that operate locally. When
travelling late at night, and particularly when returning from London by train,
telephone the taxi company before leaving – they will then be able to have a
taxi waiting for you at the station. If you travel late at night and don’t call
ahead, the likelihood is that you may have to wait quite a while for a taxi, as
few cabs work after 11:30 pm in the countryside.
A telephone booking with a taxi company is accepted as a bona fide contract,
and if you cancel without notice you are still liable for the costs incurred. If your
plans change, please ensure that you inform the taxi company so as not to
incur the cost of the cab. If using an unfamiliar taxi company, check that the
meter is switched on when you depart; and if it is a long journey, ask for the
estimated cost before you set off. Please use the nominated taxi companies
whenever possible. The BISC monitors their service, and the more you use
them the better the deal that can be negotiated on your behalf.
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Medical Telephone Numbers (for information)
999 is the number to dial for the most severe emergencies.
Ambulance
St. John Ambulance
19 Grovelands Road
Hailsham BN27 3BZ
Emergency: 0132 384 1933
Dedicated Care
105 Greenleaf Gardens
Polegate BN26 6PH
Emergency: 0800 849 8034

Dentist
Hailsham Dental Care
2 Town House Garden
Market Street
Hailsham BN27 2AE
Tel: 01323 848 824

Doctor
Dr. A. Pearce
Seaforth, Vicarage Lane
Hailsham BN27 1BH
Tel: 01323 848 494

Note: This list of providers of medical services are provided for information only –
the conference organisers do not take responsibility for or recommend the
services provided by any of these organisations or individuals.
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